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INL DevResults User Guide:

Project Reporting Tool 

(All Users)



1. The Project Reporting Tool
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DevResults is a database that organizes and stores all project performance monitoring 
data. However, most INL Partners are required to submit a performance report document 
along with their input into DevResults. To prevent duplications of effort in reporting, INL 
developed a Project Reporting Tool (PRT) that creates a computer-generated Word document 
summarizing the monitoring information entered into DevResults for a given reporting 
period.

Above: Sample INL Performance Report template generated based on DevResults reporting

Partners should use the PRT to generate their performance report and submit it according to 
the instructions found in the terms and conditions of their agreement with INL. Partners 
may add appendices to this report as needed.  INL staff should NOT accept a performance 
report that was created outside of the DevResults PRT process.



2. Performance Report Overview
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For Partners, the PRT generates a performance report that captures project data and 
narrative responses reported in DevResults for the requested reporting period. The following 
sections are included in the report:

➢ Project Information: Basic information about the project as detailed on the
project’s Overview page in DevResults, such as Project Title, Award Number, Start
and End Dates, and two fields that must be filled in once the report is generated:
INL Project Manager and Implementing Organization Point of Contact (instructions
here).

➢ Overall Summary: Summary information about the project as detailed in the
“Project Summary” section on the project’s Overview page in DevResults.

➢ Indicator Results: Indicator results will display in tables, per indicator, each of
which will show the indicator’s previous result, current result, and progress towards
the indicator’s target, along with any accompanying comments added in DevResults.

➢ Milestones: Items found on the project’s Checklists tab will display here, along
with status, due date, and any comments added in DevResults.

➢ Narrative Information: Each narrative response question and its answer will be
captured in the report. To ensure proper formatting during report generation, see
resources at the end of guide here.

➢ Certification: The report will include a “Certification” section for signing the
report. Further details about how to complete this portion can be found here.



3. Request a Performance Report (Slide 1 of 2)
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To generate an automated performance report, navigate to 
https://prt.inl.state.gov/ and complete the required entries as shown below. A 
report will be generated in about 1 minute and saved to the computer’s local 
Download folder.

For any questions or issues using the tool, please reach out to INL-DvR-Mailbox@state.gov

https://prt.inl.state.gov/


4. Download the Performance Report
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Click on the name of the report to download it to your computer, as shown below.
The report can now be opened in your word processor.

Select “Generate Another Report” to return to the main PRT generator page.



5. Edit the Performance Report
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Once you have downloaded the report, review it to check for any unusual formatting. Please 
note, “INL Program Manager” and “Implementing Organization Point of Contact” will display 
text as entered in the PRT fillable fields. As discussed here, narrative responses should be 
minimally formatted in DevResults for best viewing. If you need to make an update to report 
content, you must do so in DevResults and then generate another report in the PRT.

After filling out the Certification (next slide), no edits should be made. Editing the report may 
create a record that does not match the information in DevResults. If any of the information 
in the report is incorrect, please adjust it in DevResults and generate another report.



6. Sign the Performance Report
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Finally, fill in and sign the “Certification” section of the report, as shown below. If you have 
made changes to your data for any reason since you last generated a report, be sure to 
generate another report (link) to get an updated copy!

Once signed, you may add any supplementary materials (e.g., in-depth event narratives, 
training curriculum, participant lists) following Appendix A of the generated report as 
necessary, and save the completed file in either a .doc or .pdf format. Send the completed 
report to the systems and/or points of contact specified in your implementing agreement.

https://prt.inl.state.gov/
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Formatting Narrative 
Responses



1. Formatting Narrative Responses
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DevResults enables users to format text in narrative using a system called Markdown (see next 
slide). Markdown will allow your narrative responses to be exported from DevResults with 
formatting intact. 

Because DevResults formats in this way, pasting pre-formatted text (e.g. headers, bullets, page 
breaks, italics, and underlines) into DevResults will result in formatting errors. To avoid this, it 
is a best practice to paste your responses for each section in DevResults with minimal 
formatting. You can add formatting with markdown if you choose to do so after you paste your 
text.

Before: How text appears when you click into a field to 
add markdown formatting to a narrative

After: How text appears when you click out of a field 
after adding markdown formatting to a narrative



The following common features of the markdown formatting language can be used when formatting your 
narrative responses in DevResults:

2. Formatting Narrative Responses – Markdown

For more details about Markdown, see this link.

Desired Format Markdown Language

Text: Italics Type asterisks or underscores around the word or words that should appear in italics, i.e. 
*italicize* or _italicize_.

Text: Bold Type a double set of asterisks or underscores around the word or words that should 
appear in bold face, i.e., **bold** or __bold__.

Spacing: Paragraphs Press the enter key twice to create a new paragraph. Hitting “enter” or “return” only once 
will not make text to appear on a new line.

Spacing: Sections and Line 
Breaks

To create sections using line dividers, use three hyphens (---) in a paragraph by 
themselves. Remember that paragraphs are created by hitting enter twice.

Bulleted List To create bullets or a numbered list, use either an asterisk (*), plus (+), or hyphen (-) as 
such:
* First Item
* Second Item
* Third Item
Note: Any of these three notations will properly format into bullets.

Numbered List To create a numbered list, simply type as follows:
1. First Item
2. Second Item
3. Third Item

Headings and Subheadings Type pound signs (#) prior to your text to create headings and subheadings. The more 
pound signs you add, the smaller the text size, e.g., # Header; ## Subheader Text; ### 
Even smaller text; etc.

Hyperlinks To add a link, use brackets or parentheses as in [inl.devresults.com] or 
(inl.devresults.com).
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https://help.devresults.com/help/formatting-text
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